Class a fire alarm wiring diagram

No, subsection Only as the code allows, correction and demand factors may be applied. Energy
savingâ€”type calculations or opinion formed by measurements are not permitted to be used to
determine the minimum calculated lighting load if they produce loads less than the load
calculated according to No, refer to Refer to Yes, refer to Yes, when fire alarm service switch
complies with See Minimum is 10 AWG. UL Listed receptacles are evaluated for use with solid
and stranded conductors. Also, UL White Book permits terminals of a receptacle are permitted
for use with certified field-installed crimped-on wire connectors or an assembly, if so identified
by the manufacturer. Yes, unless specifically prohibited in other articles. The section you are
referencing, Chapters 1 through 4 of the NYC Electrical Code are applicable to all electrical
installations unless amended by other chapters. In order to comply with the code you must
comply with all applicable articles. Your reference is misleading since it did not refer you to any
exceptions, Articles such NYC Electrical Code section This requirement for electrical
panelboard mounting height in ADA type dwelling unit is not listed in Section No, section
Equipment catalogue indicates that the cabinet is provided with listed z-purge system, required
alarms, and additional protection. Equipment wiring method shall comply with section
requirement. Detail A is not a NYC code compliant. Disconnecting means to be suitable for use
as service equipment, see Section Also, the installation must comply with sections No, an
emergency generator is not required per Article 11 of Subchapter 6, Section Fire Pump service
conductor shall not be made or pass through any overcurrent compartment, and made using
factory installed taps or provision clearly identified for such use. See above. Buildings Search
all NYC. Listed below are new code-related questions and corresponding interpretations by the
Code Committee. To find questions on the related topic, click on the topic or section Code. All
the secondary sections are referenced with the purpose of offering additional clarifications. See
Section Taps in-field ahead of the main service disconnecting mean for fire alarm connection
shall be made using factory installed taps or provision clearly identified for such use. The
manufacturer shall be consulted in order to assure compliance with listing for all field
modifications. When made using factory installed taps or provision clearly identified for such
use. Yes d. No, the secondary conductor ampere rating must comply with one set of rules from
Connection to cold water line as described is in violation of section Either method indicated in
section Since your building is concrete, section General use switches are listed for use with
only solid conductors unless otherwise indicated in their installation instructions. Yes, with
concrete cover that provides 1-hour fire rating. See section Only conduits serving the stairway
exit enclosure and terminating in a steel junction box not exceeding 16 square inches are
allowed. See 2. No; see 3. The installation must comply with the NYC electrical code, and it's
amendments including their referenced standards in effect at the time of filing. NFPA , Section
7. Spaces described might be exempted from requiring sprinkler protection but not considered
protected by sprinklers below the ceiling. A subdivision of a Chapter, comprised of a certain
number of Sections. Section General â€” BC We respectfully request a code interpretation
regarding the location of automatic transfer switch serving an optional standby system supplied
by a natural gas fired generator within an R-3 occupancy residence. Section This residence
does not have any required emergency power equipment and it does not fall within any of the
criteria as described within Section Yes, where there is no required emergency or Standby
loads, ATSs that serve optional standby are allowed to share the main service room with service
equipment. The controller provides output power and control to 24VDC lighting, shades, and
door hardware. Control of lighting and shades is either by a network connection or by means of
momentary 24VDC switches rated for 24VDC, which are connected to the controller. Note that
all wiring is Class 2 and the lighting fixtures are UL listed. Could the continuous, uninterrupted
metallic conduits containing telephone cables pass through electrical closets? Yes, where such
communication conduit is installed in accordance with subsection Article Would this
requirement also apply to panelboards that are recessed into a wall where the access to the
space above the panelboard is not generally not accessible? Requirement of subsection Does
the code require another 20A receptacle in the closet per F, in addition to the two receptacles
provided for the washer and dryer? Section Subsection My question, who determines the
habitability of areas of the basement? We are adding one receptacle in a bedroom. The existing
circuit that we will tapping off is not AFCI protected. Are we required to have AFCI protection for
the entire circuit? Habitability is determined by the Certificate of Occupancy and the
construction document as filed and approved by the Department of Buildings. For the purpose
of the electrical code, the above is acceptable. Either standard method and section See We are
installing a mini V condensate pump at each HVAC fan coil unit above the suspended ceilings,
located 8ft or higher above the finished floor, and accessible only to qualified personnel. The
pump will be located on a shelf adjacent to the fan coil unit. The pump is not provided with a
junction box for termination of the power wiring. MC power cable is routed to each pump

location, and the pump housing has wiring termination points and a cover for the termination
screws. The screw cover is then inserted so that no terminals or bare wiring is exposed. Is the
electrical installation as per the manufacturer's specifications for this application code
permissible, or is a raceway or enclosure required between the MC cable and the pump wiring
termination points? No, equipment is not used per its intended listing and use. Yes, when the
gas service in not a high pressure gas service. The required clearance must be verified with the
utility company. May minimum 5 ft of clearance be allowed for two 2 stand-alone service
switches facing each other where service equipment is KVA or more? A new building currently
under design is intended to not have a service connection to the local electric utility service.
Instead, all normal power demand within the building will be supported by power generated by
cogeneration engines. These engines will operate in parallel with each other and output power
to the building's main low votlage switchgear. A local disconnect will be provided on the
electrical output of each cogeneration engine. Question 1 : Is the electrical output of a single
cogeneration engine considered a Service as per Article and therefore the local disconnect
switch at each cogeneration engine would be classified as the local Service Disconnecting
Means as shown in attached Example Diagram 1? If the answer to Question 1 is 'Yes', then, the
quantity of Services within the building will be twenty. Do these Service Disconnecting means
need to be grouped in quantities of six or fewer as per If the answer to Question 1 is 'No', then is
the combined output of a group of cogeneration engines considered a Service as per Article
and therefore this output requires a local Service Disconnecting Means as shown in attached
Example Diagram 3? Q1 No. Note that disconnection mean s may be required under other
Articles, or for the purpose of isolating co-gen. A cold water riser is provided for the entire
building. Electrical closets with panels and transformers are provided on each floor. Can
ground wire for each electrical closet connect to the existing cold water riser as an acceptable
method of grounding? Existing 30 story concrete commercial building. Continuous steel rebar
is provided in columns. Electric closets with panels and transformers are provided on each
floor. Can the ground wire for each electric closet connect to the existing steel rebar in the
columns? The rebars must be mechanically joined or bonded in order to provide an effective
grounding and low impedance path to earth. We are in the process of designing an electrical
system for a high rise building that will have multiple parallel risers for meterbanks. An example
of 1 situation is where risers leave a A switch as 3 sets of kcmil. These risers feed 2
meterbanks, 1 on the 6th floor and 1 on the 12th floor. Does this satisfy the requirement of the
code for parallel conductors? Please see the cut of the mechanical tap attached. Hi rise
structures above three stories enclosed in non-fire rated assemblies? MC-Snap-IT is acceptable
for vertical support only when installed in accordance with its listing. As part of New York City
Housing Authority's Hurricane Sandy Rehabilitation work, we are replacing and elevating
existing electrical service and distribution equipment in the main electrical rooms to
multi-family housing buildings that were constructed during the late 's. All building are high
rises. In some buildings we plan on installing new elevated electrical rooms that are located on
site and remote from the residential building. New electrical service will be installed to the new
elevated electrical room. New feeders and branch circuits will be routed from this new elevated
electrical room into the existing main electrical service room to splice into existing feeders.
Feeders and branch circuits will be routed from the new remote electrical room to the existing
residential building within the ceiling void of an elevated outdoor canopy that will physically link
the new remote electrical room and the residential building. The canopy will be installed along
an outdoor pedestrian walkway. Proper switching instructions will be provided in the existing
and new main electrical service room. The feeders and branch will terminate in the main
electrical, compactor rooms, and other non-residential spaces on on the ground floor which are
located on an exterior wall in the residential buildings. For the new installation, MC cable will be
used beyond these areas at the ground floor. Question 1. Question 3. Can MC cable with an
outer jacket of PVC be installed in the main electrical room, compactor areas, and
non-residential spaces on the ground floor of the residential building and at the new elevated
remote electrical room? The length of MC cable with PVC jacket will be limited to these areas
and will not run within residential spaces. Q1: No, unless it is located within ft. Q2: No, unless it
is located within ft. Q3: No. Unless it installed in accordance with It is a code violation to install
such conduit exposed. You may request a special permission from EAB for the described
installation above. Replacement of existing receptacles must comply with subsections I would
like to clarify I believe there is a confusion putting together the first part of the paragraph and
the second part of the paragraph, meaning where it says which light fixtures are not approved
to be installed 3 ft horizontally and 8 ft. My question basically is: Are we requires to install Damp
location lights in a Bathroom if its located outside the bathtub or shower area or above 8 ft
directly above the bathtub or shower? We have a shower recessed light listed as damp location,

installed in the inside dimensions of the bathtub at 6' above the bathtub, My question is about
the rating of the light fixture,. As a follow up to the Electrical Code Revision and Interpretation
committee minutes of the October 7th, meeting question 1, if a power distribution unit PDU with
built-in branch circuit panels is located within a data center feeding information technology
equipment in the data center, would opening the main circuit breaker of the PDU via a shunt trip
comply with Article A hospital proposing to use a double-ended substation as their emergency
distribution, at each end of the sub-station they want to derive the Essential Electrical System
EES branches. The consultant has a concern that it does not meet the code intent where the
EES branches are derived. The EPS is permitted to supply a distribution overcurrent
arrangement switchboard that further distributes and provides power for the equipment, critical
and life safety branches of the EES. Any combination of these systems are permitted to be
supplied by a single feeder up to the demarcation point of the EES branches where the critical
and life safety loads must then be kept entirely independent of all other wiring and equipment.
Our firm has been contracted to provide design services for the separation of emergency power
for an existing Hospital facility. As part of this design we will be required to show feeder routing
for normal and emergency power, to limit cost and maintain the required minimum ceiling
heights in corridors and non-patient areas in kitchen, office, and storage areas while snaking
through between existing structural beams and duct work we would like recommend the use of
flexible armored metal raceway. We are in the process of designing the power distribution for a
Data Center. According to Article Building's electrical closet distribution board or b. The
distribution panel in the Data Center. Either location is acceptable. B the same shaft way above
has a horizontal offset on the 16th floor the rated enclosure covers the conduit all way on the
horizontal is this installation permissible as above. D in this same shaftway are we able to run
the respective fire pumps control wires within that shaftway to the genset on the roof. A No, the
feeder must be RGS conduit when installed in 2-hours rated shaft. B No, see above. What you
are describing is a fire pump circuit. Note: Normal and emergency fire pump circuits are not
allowed to share same 2-hour fire rated enclosures. We are designing a kw canopy mounted
canopy will be installed above the building's roof photovoltaic array on a commercial building.
The inverter, combiner boxes, and DC disconnects will be located outdoors elevated
approximately 16' above the building's roof just below the canopy and supported to structural
steel. The only way to access the inverters, combiner boxes, and DC disconnects will be via a
lift. The feeder from the basement to the special service fire pump is not required to be fire
rated. Question 1: In a high rise building there are stacked fire rated electrical closets from the
basement to the top floor, the emergency generator is located on the roof. The closets contain
an approved automatic fire suppression system. Can the fire pump emergency feeder in rigid
conduit non-concrete encased be installed in the electrical closets as per section Question 2:
Does Q1: No. Q2: fire pump circuits must be installed in accordance with subsection B 1. Yes,
when required permits are secured including zoning approval from the borough office.
Subsections Subsection BC sections There will be a new dedicated automatic transfer switch
room with a 2 hour fire rating installed at the ground floor levels of each building, elevated at or
above the design flood levels, that will house emergency Article automatic transfer switches
and legally required Article automatic transfer switches, Optional standby Article automatic
transfer switches will be installed in either the existing main electrical room or in the new main
electrical service room. Both the existing main electrical room and new main electrical rooms
are located at or above the design flood elevation. Emergency, Standby, and Optional Standby
feeders will be routed from the rooftop generators down the exterior of each building to the
respective automatic transfer switch location. We respectfully request a code interpretation for
the following:. There will be a new dedicated automatic transfer switch room with a 2 hour fire
rating installed at the ground floor levels of each building or in new remote elevated electrical
sheds, elevated at or above the design flood levels, that will house emergency Article automatic
transfer switches and legally required Article automatic transfer switches, Optional standby
Article automatic transfer switches will be installed in either the existing main electrical room or
in the new main electrical service room. The emergency, standby, and optional standby feeders
will originate in respective service switches located in the generator enclosures. Each
emergency, standby, and optional standby feeder will terminate at the respective transfer switch
without local disconnect means at the transfer switch. Based on Local Law of , Subsection
Appropriate signage shall be provided at the generator set and at the first disconnecting means
within the building or structure supplied. We respectfully request an interpretation on the
following: Do we need local disconnecting means at automatic transfer switches under the
installation described above? In recent review of an installation in a private school building
currently under construction, loose power limited fire alarm wiring load side of power source
was found installed throughout the building, both exposed, and concealed in new partition

construction, both above and within 8ft. The installation as described is a code violation. All
Fire Alarm wiring up to 8ft above floor must be installed in raceways in accordance with Is this
an acceptable wiring method without the need for an additional separate equipment grounding
conductor? We are requesting interpretation on the following regarding fire alarm wiring in
mechanical rooms:. Is a master electrician's license required for the complete installation of a
electrified grid lighting system as per The Administrative Code of the City Of New York - Title 27
Construction and Maintenance Chapter 3 Electrical Code defines Electrical Work: The
installation, alteration, maintenance, or repair of electrical wires and wiring apparatus and other
appliances used or to be used for the transmission of electricity for electric light, heat, power,
signaling, communication, alarm or data transmission. By removing a panel from a wall after it
had been previously de-energized and safed off at the service, by others, am I in violation of
Provision 2 b? Administrative Provision 2 b notes that before commencing any electrical work
an application for a work Permit must be filed. As noted under provision2 , the NYC Electrical
Code is enacted to regulate the business of installing, altering, or repairing electrical systems.
Removal of a panel does not fall under any of these categories and is not noted the code. Some
may argue that this is an act of alteration but by definition of the word, to alter is to change
something, not to remove it. Electrical Permit Application ED16A, does not list removal of
existing equipment under the noted categories required to be filed. Removal of existing
de-energized electrical equipment is demolition work. Demolition contractors do not hire
Electricians to do demolition work, which entails removal of electrical parts, after they have
been safed off. Where electrical equipment has been safe-off by an electrical permit and
licensed electrician, such equipment can be part of filed and permitted work for general
demolition work. Please note that such work in an electrical space that contains other energized
equipment must be performed by qualified person as defined in the NEC Electrical Code.
Buildings Search all NYC. Listed below are new code-related questions and corresponding
interpretations by the Code Committee. To find questions on the related topic, click on the topic
or section Code. All the secondary sections are referenced with the purpose of offering
additional clarifications. Aside of a Residential Bldgs. This question is a building code question
and should be forwarded to constructioncodes buildings. We will provide the following answer
for guidance only. Wiring Methods and Materials Code Section A subdivision of a Chapter,
comprised of a certain number of Sections. Our solutions will help you determine the best
system to meet the needs of your application. Toggle navigation Home. Get in touch with us
Select your region and language Connected Campus Wireless Solutions. Technical
Documentation. Tool
free downloadable manuals
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s and Software. Sales Literature. Photo Library. Video Center. Contact the Training
Department:. Email Training Department. New Release! Access the setup and installation guide
and streamline your Gateway installation. Now Available! Network Control Display Version 2.
Addressable technology for smaller buildings Favorable alternative to conventional systems
Designed to meet UL 10th Edition. System Manager App Streamlines life safety system
management through mobile event notification! Browse Now. Download Center. Learn More.
Low Frequency Sounders and Sounder Strobes. New low frequency sounds and sounder
strobes for efficient installation in commercial and residential sleeping spaces. Go Wireless.
Flexible, Integrated and Reliable wireless fire protection solutions. Right Detection for Any
Application. Rapid response and reduced occurance of nuisance alarms for a variety of
applications. Demo Our Latest Touchscreen Display. Training Schedule. Find the latest
available training classes.

